Everyone knows that controlling fuel costs is a top priority for businesses of all sizes. Supervised Fuels has a proven track record of helping OLCA members throughout the State of Oregon lower their total operating costs by providing comprehensive fuel management solutions. Just ask Gary...

“Supervised Fuels has been the most helpful, responsive fuel management company that I’ve ever worked with. They bring a whole new level of commitment to the business, and they are part of the OLCA team”

Gary English
Landsystems Nursery
Bend, Oregon

Looking for a highly controlled, flexible fuel management system? Supervised Fuels is the perfect choice! We provide fueling locations throughout Oregon, as well as nationwide that offer many features beneficial to landscaping companies.

S Drivers can be restricted to purchase only specific grades of fuel appropriate for the vehicle they are driving. (CONTROLLED AT TIME OF FUELING)
S Drivers can be restricted to purchase only a fixed number of gallons per day, week, or month. (CONTROLLED AT TIME OF FUELING)
S Any time a driver pumps more than their typical fill amount, we can alert you! (EXCEPTION REPORT)
S Drivers can be restricted to fuel only between certain times and days of the week when they are working, eliminating the possibility of after hours fueling where most slippage occurs. (CONTROLLED AT TIME OF FUELING)
S If no time and day restrictions are placed in effect, your drivers are allowed to purchase fuel anytime 7 days a week, 365 days a year. However, we will tell you when they fuel outside your normal hours of operation. (EXCEPTION REPORT)
S While we can restrict your driver’s ability to fuel only specific grades of fuel, sometimes you may find it necessary to allow certain drivers to fuel more than one grade of fuel. In such instances, we can tell you when this event occurs. (EXCEPTION REPORT)
S One of the most important things a fleet should monitor is whether the driver is entering accurate odometer readings and whether the MPG achieved between fueling is reasonable. We can set your target MPG range by vehicle/driver, and report any time the calculated MPG falls outside that range. (EXCEPTION REPORT)

WWW.SUPERVISEDFUELS.COM
Kathy@supervisedfuels.com
(541)330-8356
(877)277-5171

Offer May Not Apply To Existing Pacific Pride and Amerinet Cardholders
Please contact us for details!